BITU-OX BIO-NT
PREMIER GREEN CERTIFIED
MULTI-USE SOLUTION
Graffiti & Adhesive Remover
100% Certified Biodegradable & Safe For Waterways*

Breaks Down Paint & Graffiti
Off Concrete & Brick

Removes Graffiti Paint
Off Street Signs &
All Metal Surfaces

Instantly Loosens Stickers, Immediatley Cleans Paint Lines
Glues & Adheisves From
On Streets & Pavements
Glass, Metal & More...

EXTREMELY POWERFUL AND SAFE TO USE!
*Product ingredients, except for surfactants, demonstrate an acute aquatic toxicity equal to or greater than 100 mg/L. Surfactants
demonstrate an aquatic toxicity of greater than or equal to 10 mg/L, but contain no products of concern and are readily biodegradable.

Available In:
32 oz Bottles
5 Gallon Pails
55 Gallon Drums
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ŝƚƵͲKǆŝŽEddD is a safe and effective product that could be used at
construction sites, public works, various facilities and more. ŝƚƵͲKǆŝŽEddD
immediately breaks down any graffiti or adhesize covered surface and turns
it into a liquid form for easy clean up. This formula not only works effectively
but is certified biodegradable and waterway safe* by SCS Global Services
located in California.
ŝƚƵͲKǆŝŽEddD is extremely safe and gives instant results. It can be used on
metal, brick, concrete and more surfaces. It can be used on any job from
large to small. /ƚƐ͛ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞŶĞƐƐŵĂŬĞƐŝƚƵͲKǆŝŽEddD an easy return on
investment. It will prolong the life of the equipment, shorten man hours
when it comes to cleaning and create a safer work environment.

ŝƚƵͲKǆŝŽEddDKsZs/t
A non-evaporative solvent designed to break down graffiti, paint, adhesives, inks,
hydrocarbon and grease. Can be used in a power washer for extreme cleaning.
For use on multiple surfaces, rinse with water after use. For use in any industry
including public works, department of transportation, construction and auto.
Available in 32 oz. bottles, 5 gallon pails and 55 gallon drums.
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*Product ingredients, except for surfactants, demonstrate an acute aquatic toxicity equal to or greater than 100 mg/L. Surfactants
demonstrate an aquatic toxicity of greater than or equal to 10 mg/L, but contain no products of concern and are readily biodegradable.
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